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[0.53]  I’m going to be able to start by discussing US and NATO policies relating to strategic nuclear weapons 
… [1.24] The first point I want to make is a very important one, that US policies relating to strategic offensive 
nuclear forces have not changed significantly since I left the Defense Department 34 years ago.  Now I doubt 
that many in the room realise that today, 12 years after the end of the Cold War, we, the US, have something 
on the order of 7,000 strategic offensive nuclear warheads directed toward Russia.  Of the 7,000. 2500 are to 
be launched on 15-minute warning, before the incoming warheads land on our soil.  That is a very, very 
dangerous and risky procedure but that’s what we are following.  We have followed it for years.  The Russians 
have something on the order of 6,000 nuclear warheads directed at us.  We don’t know for sure their launch 
procedures, but I think they are roughly the same.  It is a very, very dangerous situation and you must 
understand that each of our 7,000 deployed warheads has a destruction capability roughly 20 times that of the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs.  To refresh your memory of the destruction capability of those bombs, let me 
read you the statement of the Mayor of Nagasaki who was testifying before the International Court of Justice in 
November of 1996, and he was recalling his memory of the attack on Nagasaki and this is what he said: 

[03.08]  “Nagasaki became a city of death, where not even the sound of insects could be heard.  After a while, 
countless men, women and children began to gather for a drink of water at the banks of the nearby Urakami 
River.  Their hair and clothing were scorched, their burnt skin hanging off in sheets like rags.  Begging for help, 
they died one after another in the water or in heaps on the banks.  Then radiation began to take its toll, killing 
people like the scourge of death, expanding in concentric circles from the hypocentre.  Fourth months after the 
atomic bombing, 74,000 people were dead, 75,000 additionally had suffered injuries.  Two-thirds of the city’s 
population had fallen victims to this calamity that came upon Nagasaki like a preview of the apocalypse.” 

[04.06] Now, why did so many civilians have to die?  Because the civilians who made up nearly 100 per cent 
of the victims in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki were unfortunately co-located with places of Japanese military 
and industrial capacity.  And thus their annihilation, while not strictly the objective of the target, was an 
inevitable result of the choice of those targets.  And I think it’s worth noting in this regard, at one point in the 
Cold War, we, the US, had targeted on Moscow alone over 200 nuclear warheads, not because we were 
seeking to destroy populations, but because Moscow included many military targets, much industrial capacity 
and the command and control centres of all of the Soviet military.  The statement that our nuclear weapons do 
not target populations is totally misleading in the sense that our so-called ‘collateral damage’ of our nuclear 
strikes would include tens of millions of Russian civilian dead.  What I say of our strike is true of their strike.  
So to think that today we don’t target populations, they don’t target populations is totally erroneous.   

[05.35]  Now what’s the US and NATO policy regarding the use of these weapons?  Well, again, US and 
NATO policy has not changed significantly since I was Secretary of Defense.  We refused then and we refuse 
today to adopt a policy of No-first-use.  Instead, we state we are prepared to initiate the use of nuclear 
weapons against either nuclear or non-nuclear states, whenever we believe it’s in our interest to do so.  The 
use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states, by the way is a violation of what are known as our 
‘negative assurances’, commitments in which we have stated that we would never launch a nuclear weapon 
against a non-nuclear state, unless that state was in alliance with a nuclear power. 

[06.32]  Now do these weapons possess military utility?  This is a very, very important question.  Perhaps we 
should address it more fully during the question period.  The short answer is no.  They have no military utility 
other than to deter one’s opponent from their use.  During the 40 years, from 1960 to today, that I have been 
working on these issues relating to US and NATO nuclear strategy and war plans I have never seen a piece of 
paper that outlined how the initiator of the use of nuclear weapons could do so with benefits to the initiator.  To 
launch nuclear weapons against a nuclear-equipped opponent would be suicide.  You couldn’t get them all.  If 
they had one or two or ten, it would be suicide.  To launch nuclear warheads against a non-nuclear state is 
militarily unnecessary, morally reprehensible and politically indefensible.  Now I made this statement in front of 
audiences across the world, particularly in Western Europe, in front of audiences including senior NATO 
political leaders and senior NATO military commanders.  No one has ever refuted it.  If any of you doubt it and 
wanted to discuss particular scenarios, I’d be particularly happy to try to do so during our question period. 

[07.59]  Now I reached these conclusions, those I just outlined to you, very soon after I became Secretary in 
1961 and I reported them to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson.  I think they agreed with my views but it was 



totally impossible for any one of the three of us to make such statements publicly because they were 
absolutely contradictory to the established and publicly stated NATO policies regarding the use of nuclear 
weapons.  At that time, much was being said and written about how the US could, and why it should, be able 
to fight and win a nuclear war with the Soviets.  This implied, of course, that the nuclear weapons did have 
military utility, that they could be used in battle with ultimate gain to whoever had the greatest number or who 
used the weapons with greatest acumen.  I totally disagreed with that and, having studied these views over a 
period of years, I finally decided to go public with information relating to them, and I knew it would be 
controversial, but that I felt was needed to inject reality into the debates regarding nuclear strategy and nuclear 
weapons.  So in 1983, after I left the World Bank, I published an article in the magazine Foreign Affairs which 
dealt with these issues.  Now I want to read to you the last paragraph of that article.  It said this:   

[09.32]  “Having spent seven years as Secretary of Defense, dealing with the problems unleashed by the initial 
nuclear chain reaction forty years ago, forty years prior to 1983 when the article was published, I do not 
believe that we can avoid serious and unacceptable risk of nuclear war until we recognise, and until we base 
all our military plans, defence budgets, weapon deployments and arms negotiations on the recognition that 
nuclear weapons serve no military purpose whatsoever.  They are totally useless, except only to deter one’s 
opponent from using them.” 

[10.10]  I went on to say that was my view then, that is to say 1983, and I said it was my view in the ‘60s.  In 
the ‘60s, in long private conversations with Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, I recommended without 
qualification that they never, under any circumstances, initiate the use of nuclear weapons.  I believe they 
accepted those recommendations.  Now the article, which I knew would be controversial, turned out to be not 
only controversial but absolutely explosive.  I was accused in print and in person, especially in Europe, of 
single-handedly destroying the West’s nuclear deterrent.  In reality, what I was destroying, at least that was my 
intention, was the illusion of nuclear deterrence.  I had indicated that when I was Secretary of Defense, and I 
believe during all subsequent US administrations, at no time was an American president under any 
conceivable circumstances going to authorise the use of NATO nuclear forces in response to a Warsaw Pact 
conventional attack on Western Europe.  Why?  As I say, because it would have been suicidal.  I went to the 
US Army forces deployed in West Germany in, it might have been, April, May of 1961, to examine their 
nuclear war plans and I asked them under what circumstances they would launch.  And they said, well, in the 
face of an overwhelming Warsaw Pact conventional force.  And I said, “What would happen then?”  They said, 
“Well, we have the targets, we have the warheads, we’ll launch.”  And I said, “Yes, but what’s going to 
happen?”  Nobody knew.  Now, I know what would have happened.  The Soviets, Warsaw Pact, was equipped 
with nuclear warheads, they would have responded.  Helmut Schmidt, whose 85th birthday I am going to 
attend a week from tonight, I think it is in Berlin, has said publicly that NATO’s nuclear policy then and today 
was something he would never, never have supported.  It would have destroyed Germany, not saved it.  And 
the commanding general of the German Luftwaffe made exactly the same statement.  He said, “I favour 
NATO’s nuclear policies but I want to make it clear I never, never want to see a nuclear warhead launched 
from German soil.”  Why?  Because he knew the Soviets, the Warsaw Pact, would retaliate with nuclear 
weapons directed at German soil. 

[13.45]  So in truth, for nearly forty years, with respect to our stated nuclear policy, I think it could be said that 
the emperor had no clothes.  I don’t believe that after 1960, by which date the Soviets had acquired sufficient 
nuclear force to survive a first strike by the US, which was far superior in numbers, nonetheless they had 
acquired sufficient nuclear force to survive with a sufficient number to inflict unacceptable damage on us.  And 
therefore I do not believe that any US President after 1960 would ever, ever, under any circumstances have 
initiated the use of nuclear weapons.  Not Eisenhower, not Kennedy, not Johnson, not Nixon, not Ford, Carter, 
Reagan, Bush, Clinton or George W Bush.  Nor would our allies have wanted them to do so; I mentioned what 
Helmut Schmidt said publicly.  Several of the senior British chiefs who, in succession, were chiefs of the British 
defence staff, Lord Mountbatten, Field Marshall Lord Carver and others, have stated that under no 
circumstances would they ever have recommended following NATO’s nuclear policy.   

[15.08]  Now do we pay a price, other than in financial terms, which to me are not the important issue here, for 
maintaining these nuclear forces?  The answer is yes.  The price is the risk, and to me an unacceptable risk, of 
the use of the weapons, either through accident or as a result of misjudgement or miscalculation in times of 
crisis.  As to accidents, senior Russian military officials have stated that due to lack of resources, the Russian 
nuclear arsenal is increasingly at risk of accidents, theft, serious malfunction in its command and control 
systems.  And as for risk of inadvertent use, the Cuban Missile Crisis demonstrated that the US and the Soviet 
Union, and indeed the rest of the world, came within a hair’s breadth of disaster in October 1962. 



[16.08]  Five conferences following that crisis were held involving senior Soviet, Cuban, US diplomatic and 
military personnel that had participated in conference during the crisis to review the actions taken and to draw 
lessons from them.  By the conclusion in Moscow in January 1989, the third of those meetings, I think it had 
become clear that the decisions of each of the three nations, before, during and after the crisis, had been 
distorted by misinformation, misjudgement and miscalculation.  Some of us, particularly President Kennedy 
and I, believed the US faced great danger.  The Moscow meeting confirmed that judgment.  But during the 
subsequent conference in Havana, chaired by Castro in 1992, 29 years after the event, we learned for the first 
time how seriously Kennedy and I underestimated the dangers.  While in Havana we were told by the former 
Warsaw Pact Chief of Staff, General Gribkov, that in 1962, at the height of the crisis, on Saturday October 27 
and Sunday October 28, at a time when the CIA was saying they did not believe there were any nuclear 
warheads on the soil of Cuba, and as a result a majority of Kennedy’s military and civilian advisors were 
recommending launching an attack on Cuba.  We learned, initially in January of ‘62 and later in November of 
’62, in publications in Moscow, that at that time the Soviets had 162 nuclear warheads there:  90 for use 
against a tactical force, an invasion force; and roughly 70 for use on the intermediate-range missiles that were 
targeted on US east coast cities, putting 90 million American at risk.  And later that month of November we 
learned more.  We learned that at the height of the crisis, on that Friday 26th and Saturday the 27th, General 
Pliyev, the Soviet commander in Cuba had instructed his nuclear storage site commander to move warheads 
closer to the delivery vehicles in anticipation of the invasion and the possible launch against both the invasion 
forces and against east coast cities.   And the next day, Malinovsky, the Soviet Defence Minister, received a 
cable from Pliyev informing him of that action, and Malinovsky sent it in to Khrushchev.  Khrushchev scrawled 
‘Approved’ across it and sent it back to Malinovsky.    

[19.10]  Clearly there was a very high risk that in the face of a US attack which, as I said, the majority of 
Kennedy’s military and civilian advisors were recommending at the time, the Soviet forces in Cuba would have 
decided to use their nuclear weapons.  Now, we didn’t speculate about what would have happened in that 
case.  We didn’t predict the results with certainty.  Our force would not have had nuclear weapons.  Admiral 
Dennison, who was the designated commander of the force that was formed to possibly invade Cuba had sent 
a cable to the Joint Chiefs and to Kennedy and me saying that he had information that the Soviets in Cuba had 
tactical nuclear warheads and he requested authority to equip our force with them.  Kennedy and I said he was 
crazy as hell and we refused to allow him to have authority to equip our forces.  Of course he was right and, 
had we gone in, we could have faced those nuclear warheads. No one should expect that a US military force 
would ever have absorbed a nuclear strike without responding.  The force didn’t have the weapons to respond 
from its own stocks, but we would have sent US fighter-bomber aircraft from southeast US bases and bombed 
Cuba.   

[20.35]  Now, what lessons can we draw from what I’ve told you about the Cuban Missile Crisis?  The lesson, 
if it hadn’t been clear before was, I think, made so in Havana when we first began to learn from General 
Gribkov that those nuclear warheads were there.  He didn’t’ know we didn’t know they were there.  And once 
we expressed shock when he began to talk about it, he clammed up, so we never learned in Havana the full 
details of how many were there, but we learned enough to know that it would have been a nuclear disaster.  
So I said to Castro, “I want to ask you two questions.  First, were you aware of the deployment of Soviet 
tactical nuclear warheads and plans for their use?  And secondly, if you were, what was your interpretation or 
expectation of the possible effect on Cuba?  How did you think the US would respond?  What might the 
implications have been for your nation and for the rest of the world?”  And Castro’s reply was chilling.  This is 
what he said, I’m quoting from the transcript: 

[21.50] “Now we started from the assumption that if there was an invasion of Cuba nuclear war would erupt.  
We were certain of that.  We would be forced to pay the price.  We would disappear.  Would I have been ready 
to use nuclear weapons?  Yes.  I would have agreed to use nuclear weapons.”  As a matter of fact we learned 
later that he had actually sent a cable to Khrushchev, it was either Thursday night or Friday, 25th or 26th of 
October, recommending to Khrushchev that he initiate the use of nuclear weapons in the event of a US 
invasion.  So, “Yes I would have agreed in the event of invasion.  If Mr McNamara or Mr Kennedy had been in 
our place, had their country been invaded, or their country was going to be occupied, I believe they would 
have used nuclear weapons.”   

[22.43]  Now I hope President Kennedy and I would not have behaved as Castro suggested we would have.  
His decision would have destroyed his country.  Had we responded in a similar way, the damage to our own 
country would have been disastrous.   But human beings are fallible; we all know that.  The conventional 
wisdom is don’t make the same mistake twice.  We all make mistakes.  Don’t make the same mistake twice.  



Well, we may make it two or three times but we don’t make it four or five.  We learn.  There’s a learning period.  
There isn’t going to be any learning period with respect to nuclear weapons.  You make a mistake; you are 
going to destroy nations.  I think most of you, and I don’t see many in the room who conceivably could have 
held positions of military command, but most of you don’t understand the meaning of the phrase ‘fog of war’.  
What it connotes is that military operations are far more complex than civilian operations.  The variables are 
greater, the unpredictability and undetectability of those variables is greater and the result is that there are far 
more mistakes made in military operations than there are in civilian.  Any military commander who is honest 
with you will tell you that in the midst of combat he made errors.  He killed people.  Often his own people and 
frequently the enemy that he didn’t intend to kill, because of errors of judgment.  That’s what happens with 
conventional weapons.  But nuclear weapons will destroy nations.   

[24.30]  I think, therefore, that we should conclude with what I believe, that the indefinite combination of human 
fallibility and nuclear weapons carries a very, very high risk of destruction of nations; to me, a totally 
unacceptable risk.  Now, before turning to the Administration’s programme for nuclear forces, I want to say 
one word about the moral implications of US and NATO nuclear strategy.  This is a highly controversial 
subject.  I was amazed, I guess it was yesterday, it seems about a week ago but I guess it was only yesterday, 
that I spoke to two classes in the Jackson school on the subject of nuclear strategy and I made this point about 
the moral implications of nuclear strategy, and I was totally unpersuasive.  I may be with you.  If so, please 
raise the issue in the question period.  It deserves more discussion than simply saying it’s absurd to take 
account of moral considerations in developing nuclear policies.   

[25.50]  In the 1980s, the Bishops of the US Catholic Conference embarked on what I think was the most 
exhaustive and balanced moral examination of nuclear deterrence ever undertaken.  They published a 
pastoral letter entitled ‘The Challenge of Peace’ and this is what it concluded, among others: 

[26.10]  “We cannot avoid our responsibility to lift up the moral dimensions of the choices before our world and 
our nation.  The nuclear age is an age of moral as well as physical danger.  We are the first generation since 
Genesis with the power to threaten the created order.”  That is not an exaggeration.  Today we have deployed 
7,000 warheads targeted on the Soviet Union:  destructive power on average 30 times that of the Hiroshima 
bomb, that’s 210,000 times the destructive capability of the Hiroshima bomb.  The Soviets have roughly the 
same force directed as us.  As a matter of fact, they have larger warheads in their force than we do, including 
many 1-megaton warheads, which are on the order of 70 times the destructive power of the Hiroshima bomb.  
Think about it.  Think if these two forces, one 6,000 and one 7,000 warheads, were to exchange.  Now, we 
were concerned about Chernobyl, or about Three-Mile Island; a few puffs or irradiated material thrown into the 
air.  If you’ve got 13,000 warheads exploding: the blast effect, the radiation effect, on-site and through 
dispersal by winds would, as the Catholic Bishops said, threaten the order of humanity on this planet.   

[28.08]  So they went on to say […] “We need a moral about-face.  The whole world must summon the moral 
courage and the technical means to say no to nuclear conflict; no to weapons of mass destruction; no to an 
arms race which robs the poor and the vulnerable; and no to the moral danger of a nuclear age, which places 
before humankind indefensible choices of constant terror or surrender.”  Now, one need not be a Catholic (I’m 
not) or even a Christian, to begin to appreciate the seriousness of the Bishops’ endeavour.  Their statement of 
the problem is arresting, and they have repeated it recently.  They continue to hold those beliefs.  They 
analyse the problems of nuclear deterrence within the established parameters of the Just War Doctrine, the 
famous Catholic doctrine that goes back hundreds of years, and they pointed out that nuclear deterrence failed 
the moral test on two counts: non-combatant immunity and what they call proportionality.  Each of which would 
require leaders to be able to control the direction, the duration, the extent of any war involving nuclear 
weapons.   The Bishops left no doubt about their conclusion with regard to limiting or controlling a nuclear war.  
They said the danger of escalation is so great, and on this point, whether you agree with their moral position or 
not, this is absolutely fundamental, they said the danger of escalation is so great it would be morally 
unjustifiable to initiate nuclear war in any form.  Nobody that I have ever seen has put forward a plan on paper 
that gives high confidence that we could control escalation in a nuclear war, in an exchange of nuclear 
weapons.  I worked on such plans for two years at a time when, conceivably, they could have been developed.  
That is to say, when both of us had relatively limited numbers of nuclear warheads, not in the thousands but in 
the hundreds, and we felt that if we conveyed our intentions not to initiate an all-out nuclear strike against the 
Soviets, we could perhaps initiate the use of nuclear weapons, force them to stop what they were doing, and 
show them that we would control escalation and not follow up with total destruction.  The plans proved futile.  
After the Soviets and we both acquired larger numbers of nuclear weapons, nobody believed that those 
control-of-escalation plans held any promise whatsoever.   



[31.09] So, they in fact said, it would be morally unjustifiable to initiate a nuclear war in any form, but they also 
understood that admission of that by either or both of the principal nuclear powers during the Cold War would 
have greatly weakened the regime of deterrence, which linked the Soviet Union and the US during the Cold 
War period.  And this, in turn, the Bishops were told, by a wide array of military and civilian security specialists, 
would raise the risk of nuclear war.  So they concluded, therefore, that deterrence is not an adequate strategy 
as a long-term basis for peace; it’s a transitional strategy, justifiable only in conjunction with determination to 
pursue arms control and disarmament.  And I think this points very clearly to the action required today as we 
enter the 21st century.  The East-West Cold War has gone; the threat of nuclear weapons has not.  This is 
morally unacceptable, militarily unnecessary and politically indefensible.   

[32.30]  Now, before concluding, let me say a few words about President Bush’s policy regarding nuclear 
forces.  During the campaign, he said he would, if elected, propose unilateral reductions, not elimination but 
unilateral reductions, in US nuclear forces. That was a very courageous, wise position and after he was 
elected he did do it.  Now Putin had already made several proposals and, as you may have read, during the 
meetings of Putin and Bush in Moscow in recent weeks, the two Presidents agreed that they would take our 
present forces of some 7,000 or 6,000 deployed strategic nuclear warheads down to something on the order of 
1700 to 2200 deployed within ten years, by the end of the ten-year period.  But they would take maybe three-
quarters of warheads removed from deployment and put them in reserve, ready to be re-deployed if it was 
thought desirable, on short notice.  So really, the plan, if you examine it in great detail, is to maintain 
essentially our current number of strategic offensive nuclear warheads, something on the order, including 
reserve stocks, of 7 or 8 thousand nukes in our hands, and roughly the same in the Soviets, and continuing to 
maintain those in perpetuity.  Moreover, the Nuclear Policy Review proposes designing new nuclear 
warheads, designing new launch vehicles, a new land-based launch vehicle targeted tentatively for 2020, a 
new sea-based launch vehicle targeted for 2030, a new airborne vehicle for 2040.  There are many, many 
implications of such a programme.  I doubt very much that any of you have really understood it.  It was not 
widely discussed in the press.  It’s very, very difficult to obtain a printed document that describes what I have 
just described to you.  The National Resources Defense Council has put out probably the most authoritative 
statement on that and they state essentially what I have said.   

[34.50]  And I want to mention one implication of several implications that are important of such a policy, but let 
me mention just one: the impact on the non-proliferation regime.  In Administration proposals for our nuclear 
forces, nuclear policies, and particularly the proposals for the deployment of a national missile defence, which I 
referred to, are indications of our intentions to maintain very, very large offensive and defensive forces, in 
effect, in perpetuity.  That is absolutely contrary to the stated provisions of the non-proliferation treaty, which 
was extended indefinitely about five years ago.  And Article 6 of that treaty requires that the five existing 
nuclear powers, that excluded Israel, India and Pakistan, it includes China, Russia, France, Britain and the US, 
the five existing powers agreed to move toward the elimination of nuclear weapons; whereas the programme I 
outlined to you is absolutely contrary to that.  And therefore, I think there is a very serious danger the non-
proliferation regime will break up, more nations will acquire nuclear weapons: Japan, Taiwan, Middle Eastern 
Arab countries, others.  And it’s relatively easy, once one acquires fissile materials, to build a nuclear weapon.  
The South Africans built seven nuclear weapons in a space about a quarter of the size of this room, as I recall, 
using something on the order of $25 million, this is in addition to the fissile materials, and 150 men.  So once 
you acquire fissile materials, you are well on your way to nuclear warheads.   

[37.00]  Now the terrorists’ interests in acquiring fissile materials is widely documented.  The Washington Post 
two months ago carried an article that stated that Sultan Mahmood, who is the former chairman of the 
Pakistani nuclear weapons commission, which designed the Pakistani bomb, Mahmood met with Osama Bin 
Laden on two occasions.  They weren’t talking about tourism for Pakistan.  The danger of terrorists acquiring 
fissile materials is magnified by the kind of a programme that I have outlined to you.  I think neither the 
Administration, the Congress, or the American people, or for that matter the publics of other nations, have 
debated the merits of alternative long-range nuclear policies for their countries or the world, and particularly 
the implications of those policies for the control, or lack of control, over fissile materials.  Such debates are 
long overdue.  One of my purposes of being here today, and speaking like this at other forums, is to stimulate 
the development of those debates before the Congress, before the press, across the country and when they 
are held, I believe the participants will conclude, as I have, and as I hope you will, that we must move promptly 
and in a verifiable way to the elimination, or the near-elimination, I don’t want to argue whether we go to zero 
or fifty or whatever, but we must move toward the elimination or near-elimination of all nuclear weapons.   

That’s the message I want to leave with you.  Now let’s take your questions. 



Q:  One of the stories that came up yesterday had to do with … going to Moscow for a showing of the film 
Thirteen Days and the response that you got from a submarine commander. 

A:  [39.50]  Well this sounds totally implausible.  But how many of you saw the movie Thirteen Days, raise your 
hands.  Not a lot did.  If you remember it, in the middle of the movie it shows the Soviet submarine being 
brought to the surface by US depth charges on the quarantine line, in the sight of US Naval vessels.  In any 
event, the Soviets heard of Thirteen Days, they wanted to see it, they asked Jessica Matthews, who is 
president of the Carnegie Endowment, to arrange for it.  So she got a copy of the film and she asked Ted 
Sorensen, President Kennedy’s assistant, and me to join her and go to Moscow.  She said, “We’ll show the 
film and then the two of you will hold a panel discussion with two Soviets”, one of whom was General 
Gribkov, who was man at the meeting that Castro chaired in January 1992, that first told us about the 
nuclear warheads in Cuba.  “The two of you will hold a panel discussion and then we’ll open the floor to 
discussion.”  So we did.  In the discussion period, an old guy got up.  He looked, I’m not exaggerating, he 
looked exactly like Osama Bin Laden.  He had bushy hair, totally unruly, and speaking in Russian he said, 
“I am Commander X.”  He said, “I commanded the submarine brigade.  We had four submarines.  We 
sailed from Russia to the quarantine line.  You saw one of mine brought up on the quarantine line.”  And he 
said, “Each submarine …” , and this was six or seven months ago, he said “Each submarine carried ten 
torpedoes and one torpedo on each submarine had a nuclear warhead.”  That is the first time that anybody 
in the West knew that those submarines were there and that they had nuclear warheads.  I was so shocked 
I lost my cool and I didn’t ask him what his rules of engagement, what his instructions, were regarding use.  
But when I got back,  Newsweek had heard I was there and they said, “What happened?”.  I told them the 
story, so they sent a reporter over to track this guy down and he said, “Well, yeah, you want to know the 
rules of engagement?”  He said, “We assumed we would be out of communication with our headquarters in 
the Soviet Union on many occasions,” which is understandable, “and therefore we were instructed to 
launch when we thought it desirable.”  So here’s this guy floating round there doing that.  But that’s not the 
end of it.  I’m losing my memory, but did I tell you about how Khrushchev used the public radio transmitter 
on Sunday 28 October?  I didn’t think so.  I told other people; let me tell you what happened.   

[42.50]  I think the Cuban Missile Crisis was the best managed foreign policy crisis, the best managed defence 
crisis, of the post-World War II period.  But, in the end, we avoided nuclear war, not because we were 
bright, not because we were wise in our management, but out of blind luck.  And to illustrate the point, let 
me tell you what happened.   After a full day of discussion on Saturday October 27, debating in the 
Executive Committee the pros and cons of many policies to get the missiles out, the majority of Kennedy’s 
advisors, as I say, were in favour of an attack.  We didn’t resolve the issue that night.  The CIA was saying 
there were no warheads there and they thought and they thought the first twenty were coming in on a ship 
named The Poltava.  Khrushchev, however, knew the warheads were there.  He knew that we had an 
invasion force that was roughly 180,000 men with the shipping ready to sail from southeast US ports, and 
on Sunday morning, October 28, he was so afraid that before …, he decided he was going to withdraw the 
missiles with essentially no quid pro quo, the quid pro quo was we would agree not to invade Cuba.  Hell, 
we never had any intention of invading Cuba, so that was no big problem, but that was the quid pro quo, he 
would withdraw the missiles.  He was so afraid that it would take on the order of six hours to dictate the 
message, encode it, send it to Dobrynin in the embassy in Washington, decode it, translate it, deliver it to 
the White House, that in that six hours we might well start military operations.  So while he was dictating 
the message, he sent an assistant down to the public radio transmitter in Moscow, saying, “Hold the 
transmitter open, I’ve got a message for it.”  That’s how we learned that the war was over.  We learned by 
transmission of Khrushchev’s message over the public radio transmitter in Moscow. 

[45.12]  Now the relation of this to the submarines is this.  As I say, I was so shocked I didn’t ask the right 
questions; Newsweek began to do so, they got some information.  The Germans read the information in 
Newsweek, they decided to send their own team down there and they tracked down the Brigade 
Commander.  He said, “Well, make your own investigation.”  He said, “Three of the four submarine 
commanders are still alive.  Go talk to them.”  So the Germans did, and the three submarine commanders 
told them exactly the same thing that the brigade commander had.  They were authorised to shoot when 
they believed it desirable.  “But,” they said, “you know, we were out of communication with the Soviet Union 
most of the time.”  One of them said, “I tried 48 times communicate with to my headquarters.  I only got 
through once.”  And they floated around under the water, in the Caribbean waters between Cuba and the 
US, in the sight of US vessels for four or five days with nuclear-tipped torpedoes ready to launch any time 
they thought it desirable.  And they said when they got back to the Soviet Union they got an ‘unshirted hell’ 



from their commanders for not launching.  Now, I can’t vouch for the latter because I only heard this two 
weeks ago, but this will be forty years after the event.  We are still learning what happened.  And that’s 
what I mean what I talk about the fog of war and the variables, the uncertainties.  You just can’t…, the 
human mind cannot encompass all this.   

[46.50]  I’ll give you another illustration.  In one of the most critical moments, Friday October 26, a US U-2 
flying over Cuba was shot down.  Earlier that week we had felt it necessary to keep track of the degree to 
which the Soviets were bringing their intermediate-range missiles in Cuba up into operational status and to 
determine that we had to send over reconnaissance aircraft.  If we sent over low-level reconnaissance, the 
Cubans were capable of knocking those down with anti-aircraft fire, so we dare not do that.  So we said, 
well we’ll send down U-2s.  Now, we knew that the Soviets had surface-to-air missiles on Cuba capable of 
knocking down a U-2, but they were under Soviet command and we assumed that, if Khrushchev issued an 
order to knock down the U-2, it would be intended escalation on his part and we would therefore have to 
respond with an attack.  So we said, we’ll send the U-2 over, if it’s shot down we’ll respond with an attack, 
we won’t even meet.  Well, fortunately we did meet after it was shot down and we decided not to attack.  
Khrushchev’s autobiography states the U-2 was not shot down by Soviet forces; it was shot down by 
Cuban forces.  There’s no possible way that could have happened.  Khrushchev said he issued orders to 
Pliyev, the Soviet commander to issue orders to the battery commanders, under no circumstances were 
they to shoot down a U-2.  Now they did; that’s understandable.  When you’re a captain, you’re a battery 
commander, you’ve spent your life learning how to track and fire and knock down a U-2, you are going to 
do it.  We’d all do that.  That’s what happens.  In his autobiography he says it was shot down by the 
Cubans. 

[49.00]  Now I mention this to show, when I talk about misjudgements, miscalculations, errors, that’s 
illustrative.  On that same, I guess it was maybe either, it was either the same Friday or the Thursday 
afternoon, you can’t believe what happened.  At this critical moment when the Soviets feared we were 
getting ready to launch nuclear weapons against the Soviet Union itself, we had a U-2 on an air-sampling 
mission, a weather patrol, if you can believe this, and it strayed over the border of the Soviet Union into 
Siberia and we were fearful that Khrushchev would interpret this as a prelude to a nuclear launch against 
them.  Now this is what happens.  President Kennedy almost had a heart attack when he got that 
information.  But when I talk about misjudgement, miscalculation, misinformation, these are a few examples 
of what I mean. 

      […] 

Q:  The Associated Press reported today that the Department of State urged 60,000 Americans to leave India.  
How do you assess the announcement and how would you assess the risk of nuclear war in the region?  

 […] 

A:  [57.30] Well, some years ago a senior US official asked me to go out to India and persuade them not to 
develop nuclear weapons.  Obviously, I failed.  And it is said that they developed nuclear weapons as a 
defence against China.  That’s baloney.  China invaded India in 1963, no question about that.  There was a 
border dispute, they invaded them, they fought at very high altitudes, around 10-12,000 feet.  The Indians 
brought troops up from the plains; they suffered from pulmonary oedema. It was an ungodly mess.  But the 
Chinese, after they met their border requirement, a few tens of square miles they incorporated, they 
stopped.  So it’s not correct to say that India today fears an aggressive China and they have nuclear 
weapons to prevent that; that’s not true at all.  Nor is it really true to say they have nuclear weapons to 
defend against Pakistan.  They were much better off.  I tried to make it clear to them before they had 
nuclear weapons.  They were better off then, without nuclear weapons, vis-à-vis Pakistan, than they would 
be after they got them.  Why?  Because their conventional forces were much larger.  You read the data 
today that says there were men and troops on the line of demarcation between Pakistan and India: 700,000 
Indians and 300,00 Pakistanis.  The Indians are way ahead in conventional forces today.  They can’t take 
advantage of that militarily because, if they try to do so, the Pakistanis will respond with nuclear weapons.  
So it’s a very, very, very dangerous situation, and I don’t have any easy answer.   I think what we have to 
do is try to keep them talking.  I’m very glad that the President has sent Rumsfeld out there and I hope that 
he, and some of the other senior Americans who are there, or are going there, will be able to persuade the 
Indians and Paks to dampen down the conflict.  I don’t know how to resolve it.  There’s no easy solution.  
As you know, Kashmir is a divided country; divided literally into a Pak-oriented portion and an Indian-
oriented portion, and divided in terms of religion: Hindu versus Muslim.  And the obvious answer is to put 



the issue up to vote and let the people vote either for a combined state, with government shared by Hindus 
and Muslims, or a separate state, two separate states, or incorporation of one or both of those states with 
India or Pakistan.  But neither Pakistan nor India is willing to permit, or even consider votes, so I don’t know 
what can be done.  The first thing that can be done is to do what we are doing:  send people out to say to 
Musharraf “You are going to destroy yourself.  You are going to destroy Pakistan” and I believe this would 
happen.  If he does not restrain the insurgents in Pakistan-controlled territory who have been infiltrating into 
Hindu-controlled Kashmir, if he does not restrain them, the Indians are going to respond militarily and a war 
will result and I haven’t any idea how it would end.  It would be disastrous for both sides.  So we must try to 
convince each side to talk, but these are emotional issues.  They feel as strongly about that as we do about 
9-11 and the terrorists, and we’re not about to negotiate with Bin Laden, if we ever get him, and they’re not 
about to negotiate with each other, but we have got to try to move them into that relationship.  I think it’s 
wise, by the way, to take the dependents out, the State Department officer dependents.  It removes one 
factor that could complicate the issue.  We did that on several occasions while I was Secretary.   

     […]  

Q:  What kind of nuclear defence strategy would you recommend for Saddam Hussein?  Would he adhere to 
the idea of mutual assured destruction?  Do you think the US ought to use nuclear weapons against Iraq, 
as recommended in the Nuclear Posture Review, and do you think these plans are realistic?  If the US did 
use nuclear weapons against Iraq would we get away with saying that they are only for use against 
Saddam and not for use against the general population? 

     […] 

A:  [1:10.05] Now, Iraq.  There isn’t an easy answer.  It’s an extremely difficult problem.  The only good thing I 
can see that has come out of the Israeli-Palestine conflict is that it has forced us to delay our invasion of 
Iraq, which they are talking about for next year, and I think that’s a tremendous advantage.  And I’m not 
saying we should never invade, I’m just saying we’d better damn well think it through before we do, and I 
don’t think we have.  I was talking to somebody today and they said “Well, don’t you think Bush Snr made a 
terrible mistake when he didn’t force a regime change, when we had Iraq at our mercy?”  And I said, “No, I 
don’t think he did.”  I said, “Who would he have put in?”  The other person said, “I don’t know”.  I said, “Well 
you better damn well find out before you make a regime change.  You may end up with somebody worse, 
or you may end up with a permanent occupation force.”   Maybe there’s nobody.  Maybe we are going to 
have to govern.  That is not a condition I would move into.   

[1:11.18]  Now, what’s the alternative?  To be exposed to their weapons of mass destruction?  No.  I think the 
alternative is what I’m going to call ‘pre-emptive strikes’.  The Non-Proliferation Treaty states that 
essentially no country other than the current eight, the five declared nuclear powers plus Israel, India and 
Pakistan, no country can acquire weapons of mass destruction.  I strongly agree with that, and I think we 
are going to have to set up, until we find a better solution, a pre-emptive regime across the world.  I was 
talking to some US military officers about this today, and I’m not by any means an expert on this, but I said 
“Don’t you feel that, whether it be North Korea or Iraq, that if they surreptitiously developed a nuclear 
warhead and a delivery vehicle that they might do it in a mountain or in some fashion that we didn’t 
recognise while they were doing it, but before they launched we would be able, if we mounted the proper 
surveillance, we would be able to locate such a warhead and/or a launch vehicle and, if we could locate it, 
don’t you believe we could take it out, pre-emptively, with non-nuclear forces?”  And these people said Yes.  
Now, I don’t guarantee that’s possible; I think it is, and that is exactly what I would do, and I would state it 
publicly, I’d try to get the Security Council to support such a pre-emptive strike against, whether it be, 
against whatever we want to call it, terrorists, rogue states, whatever, that are acquiring weapons of mass 
destruction.  I’d state it publicly and if I couldn’t get the Security Council to agree, I’d get like-minded states 
to agree.  We could surely get Japan, Britain, Germany and some others.  And you might say, well, pre-
emptive strikes, even with non-nuclear weapons, are dangerous.  We may kill some civilians.  Yes, we 
may, but it’s a heck of a lot better than a large-scale, massive invasion of Iraq with the possibility that, in the 
process, we would find ourselves engaged in warfare with weapons of mass destruction.  And, in any 
event, we might well find ourselves tied down there permanently, and that, from my point of view, would be 
a very, very unwise position to be in.  So I’m opposed to so-called regime changes without knowing who 
the regime is going to be, without understanding how we are going to live with them, what our roles would 
be.  But I am in favour of protecting ourselves and the world from weapons of mass destruction, whether it 
be the North Koreans, or Iraq, or any other nation. 



Q:  How do you say ‘No’ to an arms race when you are not the only player?  Isn’t it better that there are no 
good written plans that could control escalation?  This proves that MAD is correct and helps prevent a 
nuclear war from happening and when you say you won’t do a first strike don’t you open up to a first strike 
by a state that has a strong resolve to do so? 

A:  [1:15.14]  The answer to all of those questions is No.  But they are very important questions and we should 
think them through.  Now let’s just take the first strike for the moment.  Don’t you open yourself up to a first 
strike if you’re saying you’re not going to launch a first strike?  No!  You know today, as I said, we have 
7,000 strategic offensive warheads, I don’t want to call it targeted, directed toward Russia.  [Allegedly] we 
don’t target them on Russia.  You can re-target in two or three minutes.  Anyhow, they’re there and they’ve 
got a similar number directed at us.  Now, if we say we are never going to launch first, does that give them 
an incentive to launch a first strike against us?  Not at all.  If you’re a Russian and you’re sitting there, and 
you know we’ve got those 7,000 warheads and you know that, of the 7,000, we have 2500 that we’re 
capable of launching on 15 minutes.  This sounds absurd but let me just take a second on this.  The 
Commander of the Strategic Nuclear Command was required for years, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
365 days a year, to be able to answer his telephone anywhere in the world by the third ring because he 
was only allowed three rings within this 15 minutes to receive the information that there was an incoming 
strike.  He would receive it from the North American Defense Command located in Colorado.  Three rings 
out of the 15 minutes, that’s what he was allowed to answer the phone.  Then he was allowed maybe 2 or 3 
minutes to think about the warning.  Was it reliable?  When I was Secretary, we had many, many warnings 
that were unreliable.  And you may have read recently that the Soviets received an unreliable warning from, 
I think it was some missiles from Norway or one of those places there.  This is a very great risk, so you’re 
allowed two minutes to decide whether it’s reliable or not reliable.  And then he’s allowed 3 or 4 minutes to 
decide what to recommend to the President.  By now, we’ve had three rings, plus 2 minutes, plus 3 or 4 
minutes, out of the 15 minutes.  You have got to launch before 15 minutes because, by 15 minutes, the 
incoming Russian warheads will land on our missiles and they’ll have destroyed so many that we will feel 
that we’re deficient in our capability to respond, compared to what we would have been if we launched 
before they destroyed the missiles.  I think that’s an erroneous conclusion, but that’s the way the system is 
built.  So he’s allowed 3 or 4 minutes to decide what to recommend to the President.  He can recommend 
‘launch’ or ‘don’t launch’.  You don’t have to launch because we have shaped our forces so that we can 
absorb the whole first strike from Russia and survive with sufficient power to inflict unacceptable damage 
on them.  So I would always recommend ‘withhold’.  But that’s very unlikely.  The likely recommendation 
would be ‘launch’.  If he recommends launch, he has about 5 different patterns, targeting patterns he can 
launch.  He has to decide which one of those to do.  So he’s allowed, whatever I said, 3 or 4 minutes for 
that.  Then he has to get in touch with the President.  If any of you saw President Bush sworn in, you may 
recall that he put his hand on the bible and took the oath of office and then there was a certain amount of 
confusion on the platform because some of the people on the platform were invited to lunch, as is always 
the case after an inauguration, in the Capitol behind the inaugural stand, and others prepared to go home.  
So they sort themselves out and, while this sorting out process was taking place, a blue-suited figure 
walked up behind President Bush.  That was the Air Force officer carrying the football.  The football is 
simply a briefcase with a set of electronic codes in it, because when I was Secretary we introduced into the 
warheads what are called ‘permissive action links’ and these are devices which make it impossible to arm a 
warhead unless you introduce in to it a particular code.  And the football, the briefcase, carries those codes.  
So a Strategic Command commander finally decides, after 5 or 7 minutes or whatever, what he wants to 
recommend to the President.  He then has locate the President, maybe in Moscow or the middle of the 
night, or who knows where, but he does have a telephone, always, in communication with the Strategic 
Commander and he does have the launch codes at hand in the football.  So the commander locates the 
President, he says “Mr President, we believe we are facing an attack by the Soviet Union and I recommend 
the following.”  Now the President then has about 2 or 3 minutes to think about it and consult.  Who the hell 
is he going to consult if he’s in Moscow or the middle of the night or whatever?  No matter what it is, if he 
only has 2 or 3 or 5 minutes, we’re using that 15-minute period up very rapidly.  Who is he going to 
consult?  Well probably at maximum two: the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the Secretary of Defense.  
So he consults them and he decides with great pain what to do.  There isn’t any easy solution.  Launch or 
don’t launch.  And having decided he then has to communicate that decision, by telephone, with the launch 
codes, to the launch sites and the launch takes place.  All that must be done within 15 minutes.  It’s 
absolutely insane.  The opportunity for mistakes is fantastic.  That’s where we are today.  We’ve got to 
ultimately change it.   Thank you very much, it has been a great pleasure being with you.    
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